ABOUT
THE XX PROJECT is an incubator for female
entrepenuers and business leaders.
In its second year, The XX Project brings together top women
leaders and innovators at salon-style events held across major
cities. Speakers range from today’s most inspiring C-level
execs to entrepreneurs from leading companies including GE,
iHeartRadio, Fast Company, The Paley Center, Atlantic Records,
The Simpsons, and Stylehaul.
Curated by Michelle Edgar, topics are designed to inspire
women in all aspects of their career. The goal is to ignite their
entrepreneurial and creative spirit – empowering women to dream
big and build their businesses with passion and purpose, while
tapping into their true potential and leadership skills.
Salons are designed to propel women to their next phase of
personal and professional success; shift them into an empowered
state of self; re-align with authentic goals and values; Add
significant relationships to their network; and provide a supportive
community for their goals.
By exposing today’s leading role models through The XX Project
platform to share their empowerment stories and strategies,
we strive to give participants the motivation and spark to affect
change in their own lives.
CONTACT US: Michelle Edgar - michelle.edgar@thexxproject.com
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DATES: TBD (Feb 11 - 14)
LOCATION: Roof of The Peninsula
HOST: Sarah Stennett
CONCEPT:
Cocktail Reception (drinks & appetizers)
Q&A Panel recognizing and celebrating industry leaders
Celebrate the role of women in music with recognized innovators who have pushed the boundaries in their
respective careers. This Pre-Grammy Event provides a platform where these industry leaders can invite those
who have inspired them along the way, both mentors and mentees included. The event will circulate around the
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Event Host: SARAH STENNETT
As part of the First Access Entertainment / The XX Project Pre-Grammy
Event, Sarah will be introduced by a recognized host who will have her
share her vision for First Access Entertainment.
ABOUT SARAH
Sarah Stennett was previously the CEO of Turnfirst Artists. Sarah and her key
executive team have been instrumental in developing, launching and managing
the careers of artists such as Ellie Goulding, Rita Ora, Iggy Azalea, Jessie J and
the hotly tipped for 2016 multi-instrumentalist Jack Garratt. Sarah has also been
appointed by Zayn Malik to manage his solo career following his departure from
the group One Direction. She is widely regarded as one of the most successful
female executives in the music industry today. Turnfirst Artists management
activities will now fall under the First Access Entertainment Joint Venture with
Access Industries (Len Blavatnik).
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Sponsorship Opportunities
The XX Music Pre-Grammy cocktail brings together members of The XX Project
beginning its third year of networking events with the launch of First Access
Entertainment, the industry’s most talked about joint venture of 2015. A partnership
of this nature will bring together the most talked about names in music to empower
female leaders and fresh faces alike to the next level of their careers.

POTENTIAL SPONSORSHIP OPTIONS
- Custom Product Display and/or
Experience
-Artist Spotlight Performance
-Curated Q&A Topic

- Pouring, Sampling, and/or Gifting
- Live Social Media
- Content Capture & Sharing

